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 Recovering from the earthquake: Early childhood teachers and children 
collaboratively telling stories about their experiences   Dr Amanda Bateman, Faculty of Education, University of Waikato, NZ (abateman@waikato.ac.nz ) 
 Professor Susan Danby, Children and Youth Research Centre, School of Early Childhood, Faculty of Education, Queensland University of Technology, Australia (s.danby@qut.edu.au)  
   
Remembering as a collaborative process  It is now commonly known that natural disasters, such as the Christchurch earthquake in February 2011, can cause posttraumatic stress disorder due to the severity of the unexpected event (NCTSN, 2012). In response, proactive ways of preventing or minimising such stress are being developed. One strategy promoted during recent disasters in New Zealand, including the Christchurch earthquakes, is the Respond, Renew, and Recover approach recommended by Brown (2012), where the Recover strategy is designed to encourage recalling and telling of stories about the event as a way to come to terms with the experience.    Children faced with traumatic experiences use a variety of coping mechanisms depending on the severity of the event, their age and their social situation 
(Cordōn et al., 2004). Through talking about the event with a supportive adult, the child has opportunities to make sense of the occurrence through shared recall with other parties who may help provide lost or forgotten details essential 
to piece the event together (Cordōn et al., 2004). Sharing memories of past events can involve questions to stimulate memory recall from those who have shared knowledge about the event (Bietti and Castello, in press, 2013). Adults demonstrate their awareness that children are knowledgeable about the events they have been involved in by prompting them to provide their assessment of the situation through utterances such as ‘What’s the problem’ (Danby & Baker, 
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1998) and ‘What happened’ (Bateman, Danby & Howard, 2013; Kidwell, 2011). What typically happens next is that, after an assessment, the next response is to either accept or resist the assessment, through using particular conversational strategies (Pomerantz, 1984). These interactions help participants, adults and children, to make sense of the event under discussion and to create shared versions of what happened.   Through the reciprocal turn taking involved in participants talking about the event, an understanding is formulated as a working theory, and responded to by the recipient who also adds their knowledge to the interaction. Although working theories have been explored as either as a teacher’s pedagogical tool (Davis & Peters, 2010; Hedges, 2008; Peters & Davis, 2011) or from children’s perspectives (Hedges & Jones, 2012), this article focuses on the interplay between teachers and children in the co-construction of memory recall where the conversational exchanges between participants work to co-produce a shared account of the event in which they were both involved. This approach affords an insight into how children and teachers make sense of the natural disaster they have experienced together in responsive, reciprocal ways.   
The Research Project  The research project investigated the everyday occurrences of social interactions evident in a New Zealand preschool that had been affected by the Christchurch earthquakes. The project leader located a preschool that was interested in being a part of the study. Ethical consent to collect audio and video footage was obtained from the project leaders’ institute, the staff of New Brighton Preschool and all family members and children who attended. Fifty-two children and nine teachers participated in the project; this article presents interactions involving four children and two teachers. The data collection involved the participating children taking turns to wear a wireless microphone and their interactions with each other and with teachers were video recorded over one week in November 2011. A total of eight hours and twenty-one minutes of footage was collected; four minutes and nineteen seconds of that footage are presented and analysed in 
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this article. The footage was watched repeatedly and transcribed using conversation analysis methods (Sacks, 1995).  Two episodes of talk between a children and teachers are now discussed to investigate how they talked about the earthquake event, and what aspects they talked into significance. A copy of the transcription conventions used in this article is available as an appendix.   
Extract 1  - Leonie and Zack     (2mins 28seconds)  The early childhood teacher, Leonie (LEO) and 3 children are sitting on the grass in the preschool outdoor area. Each child is looking at their Learning Story book, which is a book that documents their experiences at preschool through photos, drawings and transcribed conversations, and is shared with family members who also add their comments (Carr and Lee, 2012). The book becomes the stimulus for recalling the events around the earthquake. Two children leave and Leonie and Zack (ZAC) remain. The following interaction occurs:  
  
01 ZAC: ↑now can you read ↓mi:ne:↑  
02 LEO: ar=↑sure:↓ . and that was all about the ↓earthquake 
03  wasn’t it >remember=when=we< had the  
04  <earthqu:ake::> can you remember about the 
05  earth↑quake::↑  
06 ZAC: ↑yeah↑=  
07 LEO:      =what can you remember about the earth↑quake↓ 
08 ZAC:    [↑mmmm↓]         [we:: (     )] 
09 LEO: [wha:t special] thing could [↑you remember↓]  
10 ZAC: on the grass↑ 
11 LEO: we did did↑n’t we::↓ . and we all [came on to/] 
12 ZAC:        [↑I remember] we/ 
13  I remember/ I remember it↑ 
 The extract begins with Zack asking the teacher to read his Learning Story book to him. The teacher agrees and begins talking about the earthquake and uses the word ‘remember’ twice (lines 03 & 04) to prompt Zack to recall the event. Zack says that he can remember (line 06) and so Leonie asks a more specific question 
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about ‘what’ he can remember (line 07) and, more specifically, ‘what special thing’ he can remember (line 09). Zack responds to Leonie’s questions by recalling that the grass featured in his memory; Leonie replies by confirming that Zack’s memory is correct (line 11). This verification of his memory of the earthquake event prompts Zack to reiterate that he does remember the earthquake (lines 12 & 13) and further discussion of memories ensues.  
 
14 LEO: ↑you rem↓ember it↑ ↓can you remember what happened↑ 
15  (0.9) 
16 ZAC: °mmm the dinosaurs/° the ↑di:nosaurs were dancing↓ 
17 LEO: the ↑dinosaurs were dancing↓ (0.7) ↑real:ly:↓ (0.5)  
18  [is that] what made the/ is that what made the   
19 ZAC: [>yeah<] 
20 LEO: earthquake↓ the dinosaurs dancing I did not ↓know 
21  tha::t↓ coz it really shook didn’t it↓ (0.7) it was 
22  really shaking and we all had to come onto the 
23  gra:ss: didn’t we↓= 
 Here, Leonie seeks access to Zack’s perception of events when she asks him if he can remember ‘what happened’ (line 14). This type of prompt for recall of an event, or ‘“problem inquiry” sequence’ (Kidwell, 2011, p. 260), is evident in other data taken from this study where it was found to secure a subsequent account of events from children about their earthquake experiences (Bateman, Danby and Howard, 2013). Leonie’s question is followed by a slight pause (line 15), which has been found to act as an indication of a problematic response (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2007). Zack’s next turn demonstrates his working theory of the earthquake event and his assessment of the situation, that it was dinosaurs dancing (line 16). Zack speaks very quietly at first, and with self-repair of what he says as he cuts off from his first mention of dinosaurs before suggesting that the dinosaurs were dancing.   Leonie responds to Zack’s version of events by repeating his utterance (line 17); this question-answer-repeat of answer sequence between teachers and children has been found elsewhere to demonstrate how teachers respond to children’s 
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task problems and emotional problems in a way that does not offer judgment or opinion (Bateman, 2013). Leonie’s assessment (Pomerantz, 1984) of what Zack said with her word ‘really,’ following Zack’s explanation that the earthquake was caused by dinosaurs dancing, suggests a more serious picture, that it ‘really shook’ (line 21) and was ‘really shaking’ (line 22). These suggestions are followed by tag questions ‘didn’t it’ and ‘didn’t we’, indicating that Leonie is looking for agreement (Hepburn and Potter, 2011) from Zack that this recall is correct. In doing so, Leonie’s need for verification of her recall is shown as similar to Zack’s in the beginning of the interaction (lines 10 – 13). However, Zack does not offer any verification and, instead, recalls another incident from the earthquake event. 
 
24 ZAC:      =I fell over by the sandpit↓= 
25 LEO:            =did 
26  you fall over by the sandpit↓ who helped you get 
27  ↑up I ↓can’t rem↑ember ↓that↑  
28 ZAC: I hurt my nose 
29 LEO: you’re trying to get over to the gra::ss (1.6) I 
30  don’t remember that↓ 
31  (0.8) 
32 ZAC: °↓I do↓° (0.5) [and/] and Philipp ↓grabbed me 
33 LEO:       [so/] 
34  ↑Philippi↑ grabbed you↓ and did he/ did Philippi 
35  bring you back over onto the gra:ss:↓ 
36 ZAC: °↓>mmmm<↓°  
37 LEO: ↑hey that was really cool eh::↓  
38 ZAC: °↓>mmmm<↓° 
39 LEO: he was ↑good to do that wasn’t he↓  
 Rather than confirming Leonie’s story, Zack quickly latches on to the end of Leonie’s sentence to tell about another problem associated to the earthquake event, which was when he fell over (line 24). Leonie responds by reformulating Zack’s utterance into a question and orients to a possible solution to the problem by asking who helped him (lines 26-27) as well as suggesting that she cannot remember that event, prompting Zack to add additional detail (line 28). Zack 
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upgrades his telling by suggesting there was a physical problem that occurred due to his falling over where he was hurt (line 28). This time Leonie responds with a possible complementary recollection of the event that offers some explanation of what happened, but this is also questioned as, following a brief pause, Leonie neither confirms nor rejects it as a valid memory (line 30). The subsequent pause indicates a possible problem, and is followed by Zack quietly confirming the memory himself and then elaborating on it (line 32) by answering Leonie’s question regarding who helped him. This additional information about Philippi provides more specific ‘background knowledge’ (Heinemann, Lindstrom and Steensig, 2011, p.107), which is essential in demonstrating shared knowledge and affiliation between the participants. This works to secure an agreeable outcome for Zack as Leonie offers a positive response to this revelation (lines 37 – 39).   In the next extract, Leonie returns to Zack’s prior memory of the grass as she recalls what they did when they were sitting on the grass whilst they were waiting for family members. 
 
50 LEO: ↓we were singing some am:az:ing: songs when we were 
51  all on the grass together didn’t=we when we were 
52  waiting for our mums and dads to come pick us ↑up 
53 ZAC: my mum picked me up and we went that way↓ 
54 LEO: yeah coz we couldn’t go through the preschool 
55  because every/ . the preschool wasn’t good to go 
56  through eh::↓ (0.5) we all had to come::↑ all the 
57  mums and the dads had to come from the nursery all 
58  the way through the nursery and through that gate 
 In this interaction, although Leonie talks specifically about the activities they were engaged in and the problem of entering and exiting the preschool, Zack chooses to orient to Leonie’s reference to parents picking up the children (line 52) through making reference to his mother picking him up (line 53), demonstrating that this is a memory Zack has about this specific situation. Zack’s reference to his mother is tied to a problem where Zack talks about having to 
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leave the preschool taking a different route to usual. Leonie touches off on this and explains a reason for that situation (lines 54 – 58).   
 
59  and had to come out here to ↑see: you coz we 
60  couldn’t get ↓bags and things ↑could we↓ 
61  (0.6) 
62 LEO: [we=had/] 
63 ZAC: [but/] but but Corbin could get his ↓bag↑ 
64 LEO: did Corbin get ↓his ↑bag↑ ↓oh↓ did you get your 
65  ↑bag  
66 ZAC: >↓no< 
67 LEO: >↓no< (1.2) because em/ (1.6) some of the/ some of 
68  the mums didn’t go inside to get their ↓bags eh:↓ 
69  some of the mums just were happy just to go eh:↓ 
70 ZAC: yes [coz/] coz they were scared↓ 
71 LEO:     [↓mmm↓]  
72 LEO: a <↑li::ttle↑> bit scared↓ it was a li:ttle bit 
73  scary wasn’t it↓= 
74 ZAC:     =my mum was su:↑per scared↓ 
75 LEO: was she↓: (1.6) °mmm° wasn’t good was it↓ it 
76   wasn’t nice↓ 
77 ZAC: ↓no 
78 LEO: ↓no (1.8) I remember <tha:t>↓ 
79 ZAC: ↓it was the din↑osaurs (1.5) was st↑omping real 
80  hard↓  
81 LEO: was it stomping real hard↓ it was a bit ↑shaky 
82  wasn’t it↓ (1.4) it was a bit ↑shaky wasn’t it↓ 
((one of the girls returns and the conversation turns to her)) 
END 
 The conversation progresses to how nobody could go inside the preschool to retrieve bags (lines 59-60). Zack responds with another memory recall about a friend of his being able to retrieve his bag, which differs from the memory that Leonie had of the situation. Leonie questions his account at first, but then offers a change of state token (Heritage, 1984) and moves on to ask Zack if he claimed his bag, to which he replies that he didn’t. Leonie then offers her account of an 
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explanation as to why some people did not retrieve their bags from the building (lines 67-69) and calls for Zack to validate her memory by using ‘eh’ in a downward intonation on the end of her sentences. Zack confirms that this was the case with his agreement and by adding additional information about the situation. Leonie acknowledges Zack’s utterance but also downgrades his assessment of the situation (Pomerantz, 1984) by using the words ‘little bit’ and placing emphasis on these words (lines 72-73). Zack picks up on Leonie’s downgrade then upgrades his assessment of the situation by suggesting that his mum was ‘super scared’ (line 74). Lines 75-78 demonstrate Leonie and Zack agreeing on an assessment of the situation. Zack then reiterates his working theory of the situation, only this too is now accompanied with an upgrade as he changes his assessment from the dinosaurs ‘dancing’ to the dinosaurs ‘stomping real hard’ (lines 79-80), which, Leonie downgrades by suggesting twice in her next utterance that ‘it was a little bit shaky’.  Throughout this talk, the teacher and Zack reminded each other what had happened, and each revised the retelling of the event through their assessments that either supported or resisted what the other had said.   The interaction worked to remember what happened and, more importantly, to realize that this was a shared experience where many were involved.  This episode of sharing experiences afforded the opportunity for this young child to open up about the difficult memory attached to his mother feeling ‘super scared’ when the earthquake struck, demonstrating the importance of giving 
children the opportunity to relive events with a supportive other (Cordōn et al., 2004). Here, the teacher took time to share and support the child’s recall and try to lessen the impact of the event by making it sound not as scary as the child remembered it, whilst also supporting his memory of the event being a very difficult one. This interaction also demonstrates the importance of documenting events, in children’s lives in order for them to revisit the stories later. In this interaction the child’s Learning Story book proved to be instrumental in initiating the story telling sequence between the teacher and child. This is a valuable implication of the research were the importance of documenting negative events, as well as positive ones in children’s daily lives is encouraged.  
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 The next episode, Extract 2, looks at some multi-party talk between some girls and a teacher in the sandpit, as they told stories about being flooded during the earthquake.   
Extract 2  - Lorraine, Chloe, Sienna, Myla and Milika (1 minute and 51 seconds)  The preschool teacher Lorraine (LOR) is sitting next to the sandpit where many children are playing. One preschool girl, Myla (MLA), is sitting on Lorraine’s lap and 3 girls (Chloe - CLO; Sienna – SNA; and Milika – MKA) are crowded around her. The following interaction occurs, initiated by Chloe:  
 
01 CLO: ↑when the earthquake/ when the earthquake/ when the 
02  earthquake ↓flooded ↑it all get flooded↓ 
03 LOR: it ↑did flood ↓did your house/ did=you=your=house 
04  have lots of flooding↑   
05 CLO: ye↑ah↓ 
06 LOR: it did↑  
 The interaction is initiated with one of the preschool children recalling the earthquake event of being flooded.  The teacher, Lorraine, affirms this telling as a correct assessment of events, offering a joint confirmation that the memory is a valid one. Lorraine then goes on to make a link to personal details about the flooding as she maintains the interaction by asking Chloe a question (lines 3-4). Chloe gives a preferred response to the question as she agrees (Schegloff, 2007).    
 
10 SNA: [mine] did too:: 
11 LOR: did you too  
12 SNA: >yes< in my old broken house that got broked↓ 
13 LOR: what happened↓ did you have to move ↑out Sienna↓ 
14 SNA: ↓yea:h↑ Ruahine  
15 LOR: you what↑ 
16 SNA: Ru↑ahine↓ 
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17 LOR: Ruahine 
18 SNA: ((nods head)) 
19 LOR: what does Ruahine mean↓ (1.7) oh where you used to 
20  live in Bexley↓    
21 SNA: ((nods head)) 
22 LOR: and your house got all broken↓ 
23 SNA: °yeah°   
24 LOR: mmm and what happened down your driveway↓ 
25 SNA: I don’t know↑ 
26 LOR: when you used to go skating on your um ((nods at 
27  Sienna’s scooter that she standing on)) sc/ on 
28  your scooter↓ 
29 SNA: ((nods head)) 
30 LOR: where you able to↑ ((interruptions from children)) 
  Sienna confirms Chloe’s and the teachers’ accounts of what happened during the earthquake, adding that her house had flooding too, and then elaborating on the recall (line 12). Lorraine mobilizes the problem by asking ‘what happened’ (Bateman, Danby & Howard, 2013; Kidwell, 2011) and then draws attention to a specific problem of moving house. There is a breakdown in intersubjectivity over the next few turns of talk (line 14-19), followed by Lorraine marking her understanding with a change of state token (Heritage, 1984). Although Lorraine tries to solicit further information from Sienna about the event, Sienna offers only minimal responses (Gardner, 1997).  This conversation between Sienna and Lorraine is then abandoned as other children approach.  
 
31 LOR: Milika↑  
32 MKA: Hel[lo] 
33 LOR:    [What] can you tell me about your 
34  earthquake experience↓ what happened at yo↑ur 
35  place↓ 
36 MKA: we couldn’t drink the t↓ap ↑water 
37 LOR: couldn’t drink the t↓ap ↑water  
38 MKA: and my (    ) and gramgram (0.7) drinked the ↑tap 
39  water↓ 
40 LOR: oh so where does your/ where did your grandparents 
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41  live ↓so you had to move to their/ their house for 
42  a little while= 
43 MKA:      =no 
44 LOR: ↓no↑ 
45 MKA: we stayed in our house and each day .hhh we had big 
46  bottles to fill them ↑up 
47 LOR: oh so each day you took your water bottles and  
48  filled them ↑up ↓that was a good way of getting 
49  fresh water ↑wasn’t it↓  
50 MKA: °yeah° 
51 LOR: it was a very good way of getting fresh wa↓ter do 
52  you know what happened to my/ at my↑ house↓ 
53 MKA: no  
Lorraine stops her story to respond to a child’s request 
for a piece of equipment.  The teacher first acknowledges the arrival of Milika by calling out to her and, on her returning the greeting, asks her to recall her earthquake experience. This question works to continue the earthquake as a topic of conversation while also including Milika in the group discussion.  There is an extended sequence of turns where Lorraine asks questions about how the family coped during the aftermath of the earthquake, and Milika responds to these and also adds information about how they had coped without tap water by having to fill big bottles.  It is evident in the teacher’s questions that she already has some understanding of Milika’s circumstances by picking up on Milika’s comment about her grandmother. In lines 47-49 and again in 51, the teacher provides a formulation of the conversation so far, highlighting what needs to be heard in order to progress the conversation (Antaki, 2008). Lorraine’s formulation provides a logical opportunity for her to ask the girls an epistemic question – did they know what happened at Lorraine’s house? (line 52), to which Milikla responds with a no, opening the way for Lorraine to recount her experience and, in so doing, provide a second story.    
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Second stories display the listener’s understanding of the first story, and opens the opportunity to offer reciprocal accounts (Arminen, 2004). Used in therapeutic sessions, they can help to reinterpret the discussion at hand (Arminen, 2004), but Lorraine’s second story is stopped when a child interrupts the conversation.  The conversation then resumes with Lorraine reinitiating conversation about the earthquake, including Sienna and Milika through her gaze.  This episode shows how talk and conversation became a resource for the teacher to shift accounts of the earthquake itself to shared stories of the earthquake experience, and to more relational aspects of helping each other and working together as communities to manage in these times.  
Discussion and Conclusion   The detailed analysis of the two episodes of everyday interactions between preschool children and their teachers reveals the work done to achieve tellings and recalling experiences about the events that unfolded for them during the Christchurch earthquake of February 2011. The children’s and teachers’ stories offered accounts of the event from their own perspectives nine months after the earthquake. In each extract, a child introduced the topic of earthquake and remembered a catastrophic moment (Extract 1 – the earthquake sounding like a dinosaur; Extract 2 – the earthquake causing floods). In the first episode, the teacher and Zack collaboratively produced a telling of the earthquake event, providing opportunities for each other to remember what happened and, more importantly, to realize that this was a shared experience where many were involved. In the second episode, the teacher actively managed to proffer information recall from a range of children as well as managing to reflect on her own experience of the earthquake. The teacher encouraged the use of second stories (Arminen, 2004), where children were encouraged to tell their stories that had been touched off by someone’s previous story, as a way to display shared understanding of the earthquake event, and opens the opportunity to offer reciprocal accounts.   
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Both episodes showed the teacher demonstrating her skills in supporting children’s story telling where each demonstrated how important it was for them to have a turn to tell about their own experiences. Through the teachers’ questions and prompts for more information, and in one instance the beginning of a second story, and other children’s accounts of their memories, the conversations shifted from the memory of the earthquake event to a discussion about how people dealt with the event, remembering what friends, parents and teachers did to manage their own lives. This is an important finding when considering how young children and teachers talk about trauma in their daily lives, and of particular import for early childhood education where ratios may be high as it demonstrates how stories can still be acknowledged as valuable and meaningful to all children in the process of recovery.  In revealing how a ‘whole picture’ of the event, and post-event consequences, are co-produced between the children and teachers who were present at the time of the earthquake, we show how they piece together reliable and mutually-agreed upon accounts of what actually happened. The usefulness of analyzing everyday conversations about relived experiences in such a detailed way as to reveal what is important to the participants is demonstrated here, where children had opportunities to initiate conversations on the topic of the earthquake and what happened in the days following this traumatic event. This finding demonstrates the importance for those who have been involved in a natural disaster to talk about their memories of the event with knowledgeable others, and how making sense of natural disasters occurs in everyday conversation.  The conversation analysis approach is useful in investigating aspects of disasters that the participants themselves remember as important and real. Through analyzing the detailed turn-taking utterances between teachers and children, the orderliness of the co-production of remembering is revealed to demonstrate that each member orients to being in agreement about what actually happened. These episodes of story telling between the teachers and children demonstrate how the teachers encourage the children to tell about their experiences through actively engaging in conversations with them about the earthquake. As Brown 
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(2012) suggests, the story telling sequences help both children and teachers to recover from their traumatic experiences as they come to terms with what actually happened by talking to another person who shared in the event. That the event was a difficult and traumatic one for all involved is undeniable, but engaging in post-trauma conversations with knowledgeable others to refine the actual details of the event (Bietti and Castello, in press, 2013) helps each member to understand that they are not alone in their feelings of anxiety. From an early childhood education perspective, these conversations encourage children to investigate their working theories about the earthquake in terms of what the cause of the earthquake was, and analyzing what actually happened at the time.   
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Appendix: CA transcription conventions 
The conversation analysis symbols used to transcribe the data are adapted from Jefferson’s 
conventions described in Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974). 
[   the beginning of an overlap 
]   the end of an overlap 
= the equals sign at the end of one utterance and the beginning of the 
next utterance marks the latching of speech between the speakers. 
When used in-between words it marks the latching of the words 
spoken in an utterance with no break.  
(0.4)  the time of a pause in seconds 
:: lengthening of the prior sound. More or less colons are used to 
represent the longer or shorter lengthening.   
↑  a rising intonation in speech  
↓  a falling intonation in speech 
Underscore marks an emphasis placed on the underscored sound 
Bold words which are underscored and bold indicate heavy emphasis or 
shouting 
°degree sign° either side of a word indicates that it is spoken in a quiet, soft tone 
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 (brackets) utterance could not be deciphered 
 ((brackets)) double brackets with words in italics indicate unspoken actions 
.hhh  audible in-breath 
hhh  audible out-breath   
>arrows< utterance spoken quickly 
 
